CITE ISTANBUL

TO: TEHRAN, ANKARA INFO DIRECTOR.

KYBAT ADMIN SECUR
REF: ANKARA

1. DURING INFORMAL LUNCH WITH ISTANBUL AND SUBJECT OF FORTHCOMING VISIT ISTANBUL AND SOUTH COAST TURKEY CAME UP. ECHOED REF PARA TWO CONCERN THAT VIP EXIT FROM TEHRAN BY AIR WILL CERTAINLY TIP PRESS IN ISTANBUL OF ARRIVAL. ALSO THAT HANDLING VIA BEST WAY TO ENSURE NO PUBLICITY WHEREAS HANDLING BY POLICE CHANNELS INVARIBLY RESULT IN PRESS DISCLOSURE OF VIP VISITS.

2. CITING HIS PERSONAL MEETINGS WITH IN 1960 AND AGAIN IN 1966, STATED HE PERSONALLY WELCOMED VISIT AND PREPARED TO ENSURE PROPER HANDLING SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS FOR ISTANBUL END OF VISIT. ALSO COMMENTED THAT PERSON ACQUAINTED WITH SHOULD BE DETAILED TO OVERSEE HANDLING OF VISIT. GAVE EXAMPLE OF HIS PERSONAL HANDLING OF SECRET VISIT OF BEN GURION AND GOLDA MEIR TO ANKARA DURING LATE 1950'S IN WHICH HE ARRANGED THEIR SECURITY AND SUCCESSFULLY KEPT KNOWLEDGE FROM PRESS DURING FIVE-DAY CONSULTATION PERIOD. AS FURTHER SPECIFIC SUGGESTION ON HANDLING VISIT, STATED INTERNAL AIR TRAVEL VIA TAH IN TRUE NAME ALSO LIKELY BE PICKED UP BY LOCAL CORRESPONDENTS WHO FREQUENT AIRPORTS FOR JUST THIS TYPE VISIT. THEREFORE, SUGGESTED TRIP FROM ISTANBUL TO ANTALYA AREA BE MADE BY ROAD.

3. WILL PROVIDE DETAILS THIS DISCUSSION ON RETURN TO ANGIRA. ON BASIS REMARKS, SUGGEST BHERALD TAKE INITIATIVE TO HAVE OFFICE TASKED WITH HANDLING SECURITY OF ARRIVAL AND STAY IN ISTANBUL. IF ADDRESSES CONCUR, WILL FOLLOW UP WITH DIRECTLY. FOR TEHRAN: PLEASE PROVIDE ISTANBUL LATEST ITINERARY.

4. NO FILE. E2 IMPDET.
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